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About This Content

Chickens. For centuries we have oppressed them, grilling, roasting, stewing, and stuffing them in buns. The time has come for
us to pay. Intergalactic chickens are invading Earth, seeking revenge for the oppression of their earthly brethren! This time,

they've teamed up with the Easter bunny and his army of hatchlings, and they're taking over Easter! Dash across the galaxy and
battle against hairy hares and foul fowls in this festive edition of Chicken Invaders: Revenge of the Yolk!
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While the game is an improvement in graphics than its predecesor, everything else goes downhill from start.
The game is very buggy. Dialog played back silently. Some puzzles, that you complete correclty, need the push of the helping
cross the actually finish. Some puzzles have no meaning and are too time consuming to do (just walking around a circular rock
for no apparent reason).
After completing the first game, I was eager to continue the story, back the game proved a bore to finish.
Stay away from this one. The story also does not end when you finish the game.. The new Frederick builds upon the gameplay
of the original, with two new notes and new rhythm styles. This new game uses the same cutscene-then-song format, though
(and horray for that!) The cutscenes seem longer, the songs seem longer, but I think I prefer the classical remixes of the original.
Having played through both games, I can say that they work 100% perfectly on ubuntu linux. It took me a long time to warm up
to the Frederick games, but these have become some of my favorite games to play.

As if it were even possible, this game is even more demanding than the first. There are two levels, where there is simply no
pattern to the notes. The only way to mastery is through obscene memorization or lightning reflexes. For this reason, I believe
the original Frederick has better gameplay, even while this sequel is still very good. The original Frederic feels more fair, and I
only recommend Evil Strikes Back, after the reader has an appreciation for this type of gameplay from the original.

This game uses the Unity Game Engine. It takes 1,800 MBs of diskspace. I played this game with the keyboard only, with an
ubuntu linux desktop with radeon mesa graphic drivers. I recommend this game to anyone who can appreciate music, and it will
show them a deeper appreciation for music, tonality, and rhythm. The Frederic games are some of my favorite Steam games,
and I keep coming back to them again and again. I am very grateful for the experiences.. Puzzle game with creative challenges.
Just my kind of game. ^_^ <3. I wasn't able to complete the tutorial or my first game because some of the UI windows would
get stuck or in an inconsistent state. This happened when using the undo function. No Medium or Hard AI is a big minus too..
Got game, began playing, thought 'Of this Computer will be easy to beat'

spend the next 40 minutes trying to beat the first hard bot.. This game does not feature KB+M support. All controls are static
and cannot be changed, and all button prompts are for a controller. The gameplay isnt terrible, and the music is awesome. I have
to give this game a thumbs down because without a controller it is not enjoyable to play KB controls are not intuitive. If these
get fixed I may come back an update my review.
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I would definitly recommend that game to those who are tired of easy games (especially of jump and run's)

But let me start with some general information about the game:

pros:

+ graphics are 100% okay (for that price)
+ the game is really difficult and it can make you rage easily (that's exactly what i searched for - a challenge)

cons:

- music can be quite annoying (not a problem, because you still have the option to mute the game and to hear your own music)
- no instruction (it doesn't have to be a con, because it makes the game more difficult)

All together it was a really funny game nad i liked the challenge behind it!
To those who haven't bought the game:

Just do it!
Ignore negative Review's and play the game :) It's impossible to make something wrong for 0,09 bucks! And you can get the
money back with the cards dropping in that game.. This game was not fun, it was too clunky and slow for me to invest any more
than the 5 hours or so I had tried to. This was game was great for making me want to fall asleep. So I can only recommend this
game for you if you are having trouble sleeping, it will just make you anxious and tired. Peace out!.
\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. A pure logic puzzle grown out of match-3 mechanics. Highly
recommended if you like casual puzzlers that keep you thinking. Also twisting the panels makes me feel good because they
make cool clicking sounds.. This is the project that resurrected Shadow Warrior. If you like that game, you will enjoy this also.

Bare in mind that this plays like an old school game and also trust your jump ;)

It doesn't have a good story, lacking to be honest, but it has a good excuse to kill everything.

It has many levels, cool secrets, good playthrough that will take a while to complete the whole game especially with the added
FREE DLC.

Also it has good graphics/animation and weapons that are a blast to play with alongisde upgrading them which offer different
weapons. Super fun and satisfying! Good amount of customizations and a ton of loot. Not to mention crafting and building
possibilities. Multiple game modes (including a Creative mode) and lot of replayability. The Developer is awesome. The Breviks
are just awesome.

Highly recommend this game!. Nice scenery and landscapes, nice signalling. You can also drive ICE scenarios if you have the
ICE add-on.

The ring sounds at the level crossings are really terribly bad.

There are 2 drawbacks, which appear only with the ICE scenarios:

- signalling is not fully correct, braking distance is not always long enough after a warning signal. So you have to redo the
scenario, anticipating the signal to begin braking, which really kills the mood.
- the schedule is such that you have to drive at full line speed all the time, no leeway. This is boring and not realistic.
. Gemini Lost is a simple Virtual Villagers-esque game that, while shorter than most Virtual Villagers games, is probably more
entertaining with some interesting puzzles and a great "signs of the zodiac" aesthetic. Also contains the only known example of a
non-frustrating sliding block puzzle.. This is a decent puzzle game that tasks the player with guiding a cube around 2D grid-
based levels representing a garden, with the aim being to remove coloured 'weeds' by squashing them with matching colour-
codes faces of the cube. For a simple mechanic, Square's Route can get impressively challenging towards the end of its 100 levels,
and compelling to try to achieve the 'perfect' minimum-moves completions (though I'm convinced that at least a couple of these are
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impossible).

Although the game does gradually introduce a few new mechanics, such as moving platforms, teleporters and a few types of
enemies, it could still benefit from some more variety in these, and many of the enemies move in real time rather than in the turn-
based manner of the rest of the game, making them more of an annoyance than a puzzle challenge. The game would also very
much benefit from colour-blind assistance options for its later levels, where a couple of the colours used can appeal very similar,
and some way to visualise the colours of the hidden faces of the cube (only three can be seen directly at any given time) would be
beneficial.. Crazy nazi group meets chuuni mage and now they want to destroy everything. What is there to NOT like?
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